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Authors must decide their goals and plans before they can decide whether to try to find a
traditional publisher or to self-publish. The following report gives you information so you
can decide what you want out of the business of writing as well as what you are willing to
do. It covers self-publishing and traditional publishing and includes the advantages and
disadvantages of print-on-demand (POD), standard printing, and e-publishing.
Traditional Publishing
Author writes a novel (fiction) or book proposal (nonfiction) and sells it to a publisher,
with or without the aid of an agent.
Advantages
In some circles traditional publishing has more prestige than self-publishing
Publisher takes the risk
Publisher pays all costs of production
Publisher secures ISBN number (so bookstores will accept book)
Publisher ensures barcode appears on back cover (assists bookstores in sales)
Author usually receives an advance against royalties
Author receives royalties
Publisher distributes book
Distributor can get the book in more places, including brick-and-mortar bookstores
Publisher handles layout and design of inside and cover
Publisher often provides artwork if necessary
Publisher usually registers copyright in name of author, so author does not have to do so
Publisher might list the book in its catalogue
Publisher might promote the book
Publisher might help with publicity and/or book tours
Publisher might assist with editing
Publisher might provide galleys that allow author to correct errors before going to press
Author has better chance of selling more copies than if self-published
Disadvantages
Author often does not make enough profit to offer discounts
Selling to a traditional publisher is difficult; odds are not in the favor of author
Author must write a full book proposal for nonfiction books
The process of looking for a publisher can be tedious, time-consuming, and disappointing
Author or author’s agent must negotiate a workable contract with publisher
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The time between contract signing and book production can be anywhere from six
months to five years
Royalties are a small percentage of book price and are paid only every six months or once
a year
Author loses a great deal of control over the quality, quantity, sale price, and book title
Author may have to give right of first refusal for next book
Author must trust publisher that sales reports are accurate
Author probably will not be allowed to sell the book in any way that appears to be in
competition with publisher (for example, may not be able to sell book on author’s Web
site or produce an audio version of the book without publisher participation)
Self-Publishing
Author writes the book and arranges for ISBN number, barcode, internal layout, cover
design, printing, and delivery.
Advantages
The book definitely gets published
Author can produce book faster than most traditional publishers can
Author does not have to write a formal nonfiction book proposal
Author skips the tedious and daunting task of submitting to agents and publishers
Author does not have to deal with rejections
Author does not have to negotiate with a publisher
Author determines book quality and whether hardback or paperback
Author determines selling price
Author controls internal and external design as well as content
Author makes more money per book (if priced right) and retains all profits
Author may sell the book in any way possible through Internet sales, Amazon.com, and
at gatherings and book signings
Authors do not wait for or rely on a publisher to pay royalties; instead, income is
immediate with each sale
Author may offer discounts to enhance sales
Disadvantages
Author goes into publishing business; needs a business plan
Author pays all costs and takes all risks
Author must secure ISBN number and barcode if hoping to sell books in stores
Author must register copyright before going to press
Author must get tax ID and collect, report, and pay sales tax
Book probably will not be accepted into bookstores unless sold through a distributor as a
returnable book
Author must give distributor a percentage plus give bookstores a deep discount
Author must be sure book is edited, preferably by a professional who uses Chicago Style
Author must carefully proof the galleys for errors in content and design
Author gets no advance
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Author must distribute books and fulfill orders or arrange for order-fulfillment services
Author must get professional assistance or know how to design a professional-looking
cover created with marketing in mind
Self-published books have less prestige than traditionally published ones
Author may have to warehouse books, preferably in a climate-controlled environment
Author can lose money if books do not sell
Author will probably sell fewer copies of the book than if traditionally published and
nationally distributed (based on national averages)

Self-Publishing Options
Print-on-Demand
POD is a digital copying process capable of producing small runs, as few as one book at
a time.
Advantages
No warehousing of books necessary
Initial investment usually smaller than standard printing; volume is lower
Less financial risk because of lower investment
If error noted in book, file can be changed before next book is printed
Some POD printers (usually for added cost) promote books on Web site and fulfill orders
directly to buyers
Some POD printers (for added cost) assist with internal layout and cover design
Some POD printers (for added cost) supply editing
Disadvantages
Quality of printing can vary; covers may curl
Price per book is higher
Author often does not get much (if any) of a price break for ordering in quantity
Author has to be sure to order books well enough in advance of speaking engagements to
ensure they arrive in time
If file is changed to correct errors, it creates various versions of same book and can be
confusing
Quality of internal and cover design often less than stellar and rarely is unique to book,
because most POD printers offer a limited variety of templates
Quality of editing (when provided) is questionable, and you have no personal contact
with your editor
Many POD printers offer only paperback, not hardback
Process uses toner rather than ink; durability of toner unknown
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Standard Book Printing
Standard printing uses a printing press and produces books in quantity, often 200 or
more as the minimum.
Advantages
Price per book is lower
Quality consistent within each printing run
Quantity discounts can lower price per book more, to increase profit per sale
Books are printed in advance and stored, ready for any event
Easy to get hardback versions if desired
Disadvantages
Must print higher quantity than POD, usually between 200 and 1,000 copies
Authors must warehouse books
Initial investment usually higher because of quantity
More funds at risk than POD method
Number of pages often limited to specific quantities to fit press requirements (some
require multiples of 16 pages, for example)
E-Books
An e-book is an electronic book. The author creates a digital file that is transformed into
a PDF. Buyers download the e-book from a Web site (or author e-mails it), and buyers
can choose to print it out or read it on screen.
Advantages
Little to no cost for production
No shipping costs
Books can be ready to sell quickly; no time lost in printing
Book can be as short or as long as you want
Book can have clickable links so readers can jump to Web sites mentioned in book
No warehousing of product
Product can be updated easily and as often as the author wishes
E-books can include bookmarks that facilitate navigation in the book
Disadvantages
Sales often sluggish—more people prefer printed books to e-books
Impulse sales often lost; event goers unlikely to remember to buy book later online
Author must handle all design or pay to have it done, including creation of PDF files
(Note: I strongly recommend turning e-books into PDF files. Portable Document Format
files cannot be changed and are readable with a free Adobe Acrobat Reader program that
is easily downloadable to any computer.)
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As a general rule, traditionally published nonfiction books have the best sales rates, with
traditionally published fiction second. Similarly, self-published nonfiction usually sells
better than self-published fiction or poetry. Because self-published fiction and poetry are
the lowest on the sales list, I do not recommend that writers self-publish fiction and
poetry unless they diligently promote their books and/or already have a strong following.

Did you like the information in this report? Go to www.zebraeditor.com and click on
“Tools for Writers” to see other free reports as well as other tools for writers.
Other Tools for Writers by Bobbie Christmas
The Writers Network News
Sign up today for The Writers Network News, a free monthly newsletter filled with tips,
markets, questions and answers, writing assignments, competitions, and much more
information for writers. Go to www.zebraeditor.com and click on “Free Newsletter.”
Buy Write In Style, Bobbie’s triple-award-winning textbook on creative writing, at
Amazon.com prices. Learn many words to Find and Refine™ using Bobbie’s
trademarked method, and you change your prose from pedantic to powerful. Go to
http://zebraeditor.com/tools.shtml.
Ask the Book Doctor: How to Beat the Competition and Sell Your Writing is available
immediately as an e-book or can be shipped as a printed book. Either way, you’ll get
quick answers to hundreds of questions about writing, editing, finding an agent, selfpublishing, finding a publisher, or finding employment as a writer or editor, plus other
issues regarding business writing, magazine-article writing, grammar, format, educational
opportunities, creative writing, the law, critique circles, and more.
Printed book = $14.98 plus $4.00 shipping. To order e-mail Bobbie@zebraeditor.com.
E-book (includes clickable links to Web sites as well as clickable bookmarks so you can
go directly to your subject of interest) = $8.95 and no shipping cost. To order to go
http://www.booklocker.com/books/1906.html.
Purge Your Prose of Problems: an Editor’s Desk Reference can save you thousands of
dollars in editing or hundreds of dollars in resource books by pulling together in one book
all the information you need to edit your own book. It’s the book Bobbie created to train
her editors, and now you can own it yourself. You’ll get information on creative writing,
grammar, punctuation, Chicago Style (preferred by book publishers) and AP Style
(preferred by magazine publishers). You’ll get answers to formatting issues and much
more. Before you finish the final draft of your manuscript, you simply must have the one
resource book that answers every question on editing your manuscript from A to Z.
Available as an e-book or in print for $29.95. To order go to
http://zebraeditor.com/tools.shtml.
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Bobbie Christmas Seminars Available on CD
To order these seminars, go to http://zebraeditor.com/seminars_on_cd.shtml.
“Write In Style, and You Write to Win”
This two-CD seminar comes complete with all handout materials and seminar brochure.
The seminar is based on Write In Style: Using Your Word Processor and Other
Techniques to Improve Your Writing, Bobbie’s award-winning book on creative writing
Take the seminar as many times as you wish, in the comfort of your home. Invite your
friends to take it with you. $20.00
"Travel Writing for Fun and (a Little) Profit"
This 50-minute seminar on CD enlightens you on how to make money taking vacations
and other trips. You'll even learn how to get free cruises. Includes seminar brochure.
$14.95
"Write It and Reap: Write a Book That Makes You the Obvious Expert"
Elsom Eldridge, Jr., president of the International Guild of Professional Consultants,
interviews Bobbie Christmas about her simple method that lets you write nonfiction
books that make you money while setting you up as an expert in your field. $14.95
"Ten Secrets to Persuasive Writing"
This 50-minute seminar on CD teaches you how to move people to action with powerful
prose, whether you write books, letters, advertisements, proposals, brochures, reports,
sermons, or anything else. Includes seminar brochure and other handouts. $14.95
"I Finished Writing My Book; What Should I Do Next?"
The choices of what to do next are almost endless, but this 50-minute seminar on CD
gives you all your options so you can choose your next steps based on your goals,
patience, and/or willingness to commit time and money. Package includes seminar
brochure and handouts. $14.95
To order these seminars, go to http://zebraeditor.com/seminars_on_cd.shtml.
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